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Davidson diagram
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Ideal framework?
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The case for activity and tour-based models

Where advanced models are superior to traditional models:

1. Pricing studies
2. Equity analyses
3. Analyses of complex public transport choices
4. Multi-scale modeling
5. Incorporating network reliability
6. Dynamic network modeling
7. New transport modes
8. Data mining opportunities
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Architectures and artifacts
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Distortion field
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What could go wrong?

• Creeping complexity and compli-
catedness

• Overfit models
• Increasing computational burdens
• Noise vs signal
• Parameter storm
• Outdated assumptions
• Inaccurate forecasts
• Lack of resources

• Uncertainty
• Issue evolves faster than models
• Accelerating social, behavior, and 

technological changes
• Uncertainty
• Ransomware infections
• Loss of confidence
• Irrelevance to policymaking
• Lack of time
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Forecasts vs reality
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Telecommuting trends over time
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Changes in vehicle fleet
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Davidson diagram
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Improve and expand our toolsChange how I use them



ML methods

12Source: https://eulertech.wordpress.com/2017/10/03/machine-learning-algorithms-in-one-map/



ML in a nutshell
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Quick intercity mode choice example
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Perfect case study in imbalanced data
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Starting position
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Simple decision tree
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Maybe neural net
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Results
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SEDO (3 levels)
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L1
(auto vs. non-auto)

L2
(air vs. non-air)

L3
(remaining modes)



Final modeling system
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My view

ML limitations
• Doesn’t comprehend larger 

context
• Data limitations (quality, 

quantity, stationarity, …)
• Data silos
• Stochastic
• Lack of interpretability
• P-hacking
• AI solutionism
• Ethical concerns

Human limitations
• Biases and prejudices
• Linear thinking
• Mistakes
• Agendas
• Replication mindset
• Misinterpreting results
• Difficulty comprehending multi-

dimensional interactions
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How can we build evidence-based planning models that overcome:



Scenario thinking example
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Scenario thinking
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“Methods of 
combining data and 
models” (Figure 2.1)

From H. Wu (2021), 
Theory of ensemble 
forecasting – with 
applications to 
transport modeling,
Unpublished PhD 
thesis, The University 
of Sydney



Davidson diagram redux
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Tear it apart?
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Highly recommended

• H. Wu (2021), Theory of ensemble forecasting – with applications to transport 
modeling, Unpublished PhD thesis, The University of Sydney.
https://ses.library.usyd.edu.au/handle/2123/26252

• W. Li & K. M. Kockelman (2021), “How does machine learning compare to 
conventional econometrics for transport data sets? A test of ML versus MLE”, Growth 
and Change, in press.
https://doi.org/10.1111/grow.12587

• D. Kahneman, O. Sibony & C.R. Sunstein (2021), Noise: A Flaw in Human Judgment, 
Little Brown Spark, London.

• “Machine learning” online Coursera course by Andrew Ng.
https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning

• A. Ben-Zvi (2020), Scenarios for the COVID-19 future.
https://breakwaterstrategy.com/scenarios-for-the-covid-19-future/
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